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Pagoda Beach

Pagoda Beach is located in the 60th District of Tokyo, on the third planet of the Jiyuu System in the
Yamatai Star Empire.

Pagoda Beach

Year Constructed YE 30. Development YE 42
Faction Yamatai Star Empire
Region Motoyoshi Colonial Sector
Planet Jiyuu III
City Tokyo
Type of Location Public Beach

History

On the shores of the older Tokyo, Pagoda beach was really popular in the YE 30s for citizens of the failed
nation of the United Outer Colonies. Several high-rise Pagoda-style residential skyscrapers were built
along the beachfront. The natural sandy quartz beach stretches nearly the entire length of the 60th
District and is a magnet for residents and tourists. In YE 42, during the Yugumo Corporation's heavy
investment into the city of Tokyo, Pagoda Beach received a facelift. The residential buildings were
renovated and updated, raised piers were built to attract civilian traffic with restaurants and gift shops.
Small Tiki-Style Bars popped up on the beach which made the destination even more popular for
people.
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In YE 44, Taisho Ketsurui-Motoyoshi Katsuko and her niece Motoyoshi-Igarashi Yue spent some
shoreleave time on the beach.1)

Description

Pagoda Beach is a beautiful quartz sand public beach that
runs nearly the entire length of the 60th District of Tokyo on
the Motoyoshi Channel. It got its name because of the
towering Pagoda-style highrises that line the boulevard
which follows the path of the beach. It is a hot spot for
tourists featuring three spread-out raised piers with
restaurants and gift shops. Due to the beautiful tropical
weather of Jiyuu III there is generally beach umbrellas,
beach balls, beach chairs, and people on the beach at all
hours of the day. Some thatch palm roofed Tiki-Style Bars
have popped up along the beach to provide refreshments
and snacks to help keep the party going.

The Pagoda-style high rises are Condominium buildings maintained and operated by the Yugumo
Corporation. Units range in price depending on the level of updates, styles, and options chosen from
about 66,000KS to 73,000KS.2) Motoyoshi-Igarashi Yue is the contact for real estate purchases in this
area.

The beaches have scattered Tokyo Coconut Palms, and the dunes have lush growths of Jiyuuian Beach
Reeds on the beach facing slopes as well as pretty Beach Roses.

Popular Restaurants

Located on the three piers:

Takeda House - Newly opened location in YE 44, the only and most popular upscale dining
destination.
Kikyo Pie Company - A popular chain for a delicious slice.
Tokyo Brewing Company - Enjoy a brew and some pub food.
Sea Of Plenty - The perfect match! Seafood by the sea.

Tokyo Fresh Markets

Tokyo Fresh Markets added a location in Pagoda Beach in YE 45.
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Maintenance and Security

Maintenance and Management of the beach is provided by the Yugumo Corporation. The beach is
frequently patrolled by the Yugumo Keisatsu from nearby Community Safety Response Stations.

Transportation

Connected by the Tokyo Transportation System of roads and trains.

People

The population of this part Tokyo is predominantly Nekovalkyrja and Minkan, with a smaller but
identifiable population of Lorath that remained after the fall of the United Outer Colonies. As of YE 44
some small groups of Tsenlanese residents have started to move in.

Characters

The Characters that are located here:3)

Nothing found

Roleplay Opportunities

Some good opportunities for roleplay:

A great beach to show off your new bikini or nude body.
Have a beach party on the beach.
Enjoy some rest and relaxation. Visit a Tiki Bar or grab some grub.
Buy one of the homes here. 4)

Rumors

Maybe True, Maybe Not:

Mermaids have been sighted in the beach waters.
The beach is a popular place for orgies at night.
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OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2022/11/10 10:02 using the namespace template.

Art was made using Midjourney Bot by Andrew.
Approved by Wes on 2022/11/10.5)

Places of the SARPiverse
Opened/Settled (YE) YE 30
Place Categories park

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/katsuko-i-challenge-you-to-fun.69324/page-2#post-431078
2)

Want to make a home here? Make a Places Template of your future home and set this as the parent
place!
3)

A struct table will show when characters are listed as present
4)

Want to make a home here? Make a Place Template of your future home and set this as the parent place!
5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/pagoda-beach-tokyo.69566/#post-431088
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